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The Celebrated Cases Of Judge Dee Bstoreore
"Someday I'm going to teach these greedy people a lesson," said Judge Dee, a tall broad-shouldered man with a foot-long black
beard and matching side-whiskers. The legendary figure comes back! He continues to solve baffling cases in 7th century China,
but at a faster pace. Tales of Judge Dee is Zhu Xiao Di's debut in fiction. His other books include: Thirty Years in a Red House, a
Memoir of Childhood and Youth in Communist China (University of Massachusetts Press, 1998, paperback from the same press,
1999, new edition by Penguin Books India, 2000) and Father: Famous Writers Celebrate the Bond between Father and
Child(Pocket Books, 2000, contributing along with John Updike, Annie Proulx, Dean Koontz, Calvin Trillin, and others.) Boston
Globe calls his memoir "a splendid lesson in 20th-century Chinese history," and Library Journal says it is "engrossing and
engaging."
In 'The Haunted Monastery', Judge Dee and his wives seek refuge from a violent mountain storm and are plunged into a bizarre
series of interrelated crimes. Three women have been murdered in the monastery; Dee has seen something impossible, perhaps
supernatural, and inexplicable events flash forth in the dark tangle of corridors and the Taoist Hell - a hall filled with statuary
showing realistically the torments of Hell.
In the fourth installment of Robert Van Gulik's ancient Chinese mystery series based on historical court records, detective Judge
Dee is appointed to the magistrate of Pei-chow -- a distant frontier district in the barren north of the ancient Chinese Empire. It is
here that he is faced with three strange and disturbing crimes: the theft of precious jewels, the disappearance of a girl in love, and
the fiendish murder involving the nude, headless body of a woman. And even more curious, the crimes seem to be linked together
by clues from a popular game of the period, the Seven Board. "A delight to the connoisseur" (San Francisco Chronicle), The
Chinese Nail Murders was first published in the 1950s. Timeless and exotic, it is now reissued by Perennial and includes charming
illustrations and an epilogue that details the origins of each case and how the author discovered them.
A chance encounter with Autumn Moon, the most powerful courtesan on Paradise Island, leads Judge Dee to investigate three
deaths. Although he finally teases the true story from a tangled history of passion and betrayal, Dee is saddened by the
perversion, corruption, and waste of the world "of flowers and willows" that thrives on prostitution.
Early in his career, Judge Dee visits a senior magistrate who shows him a beautiful lacquer screen on which a scene of lovers has
been mysteriously altered to show the man stabbing his lover. The magistrate fears he is losing his mind and will murder his own
wife. Meanwhile, a banker has inexplicably killed himself, and a lovely lady has allowed Dee's lieutenant, Chiao Tai, to believe she
is a courtesan. Dee and Chiao Tai go incognito among a gang of robbers to solve this mystery, and find the leader of the robbers
is more honorable than the magistrate. "One of the most satisfyingly devious of the Judge Dee novels, with unusual historical
richness in its portrayal of the China of the T'ang dynasty."-—New York Times Book Review "Even Judge Dee is baffled by Robert
van Gulik's new mysteries in The Lacquer Screen. Disguised as a petty crook, he spends a couple of precarious days in the
headquarters of the underworld, hobnobbing with the robber king. Dee's lively thieving friends furnish some vital clues to this
strange and fascinating jigsaw."-—The Spectator "So scrupulously in the classic Chinese manner yet so nicely equipped with
everything to satisfy the modern reader."-—New York Times Robert Van Gulik (1910-67) was a Dutch diplomat and an authority on
Chinese history and culture. He drew his plots from the whole body of Chinese literature, especially from the popular detective
novels that first appeared in the seventeenth century.
No vampire is ever innocent... The wandering Judge Dee serves as judge, jury, and executioner for any vampire who breaks the
laws designed to safeguard their kind’s survival. This new case in particular puts his mandate to the test. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In the third installment of Robert Van Gulik's classic ancient Chinese mystery series based on historical court records, magistrate,
lawyer, and detective Judge Dee has his work cut out for him. Set in 666 A.D., in the hidden city of Han-yuan, sixty miles from the
imperial capital of ancient China, Dee is sent to investigate a case of embezzlement of government funds. But things are about to
get more complicated for the great detective. Just before he is about to take leave of Han-yuan, the popular courtesan Almond
Blossom disappears, and then a bride who dies on her wedding night also disappears from her coffin -- her body replaced with that
of a murdered man. To make matters worse, Judge Dee is confronted with the dangerous sect called the White Lotus.
Celebrated Cases of Judge DeeAn Authentic Eighteenth-century Chinese Detective NovelCourier Corporation

While investigating a murder in the mysterious, isolated town of Hanyuan, Judge Dee--judicial magistrate and respected
detective in seventhcentury China--becomes involved in the world of political intrigue
English translation (1561) of the 1528 text which portrays Renaissance court society in Italy
It all begins on the night of the Poo-yang dragonboat races in 699 A.D.: a drummer in the leading boat collapses, and the
body of a beautiful young woman turns up in a deserted country mansion. There, Judge Dee—tribunal magistrate,
inquisitor, and public avenger—steps in to investigate the murders and return order to the Tang Dynasty. In The
Emperor’s Pearl, the judge discovers that these two deaths are connected by an ancient tragedy involving a nearlegendary treasure stolen from the Imperial Harem one hundred years earlier. The terrifying figure of the White Lady, a
river goddess enshrined on a bloodstained altar, looms in the background of the investigation. Clues are few and elusive,
but under the expert hand of Robert van Gulik, this mythic jigsaw puzzle assembles itself into a taut mystery. “If you have
not yet discovered Judge Dee and his faithful Sgt. Hoong, I envy you that initial pleasure which comes from the discovery
of a great detective story. For the magistrate of Poo-yang belongs in that select group of fictional detectives headed by
the renowned Sherlock Holmes.”—Robert Kirsch, Los Angeles Times “The title of this book and the book itself have much
in common. Each is a jewel, a rare and precious find.”—Atlanta Times
Brought back into print in the 1990s to wide acclaim, re-designed new editions of Robert van Gulik's Judge Dee
Mysteries are now available. Written by a Dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s, these lively and
historically accurate mysteries have entertained a devoted following for decades. Set during the T'ang dynasty, they
feature Judge Dee, a brilliant and cultured Confucian magistrate disdainful of personal luxury and corruption, who
cleverly selects allies to help him navigate the royal courts, politics, and ethnic tensions in imperial China. Robert van
Gulik modeled Judge Dee on a magistrate of that name who lived in the seventh century, and he drew on stories and
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literary conventions of Chinese mystery writing dating back to the Sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots. Murder
in Canton takes place in the year 680, as Judge Dee, recently promoted to lord chief justice, is sent incognito to Canton
to investigate the disappearance of a court censor. With the help of his trusted lieutenants Chiao Tai and Tao Gan, and
that of a clever blind girl who collects crickets, Dee solves a complex puzzle of political intrigue and murder through the
three separate subplots "the vanished censor," "the Smaragdine dancer," and "the Golden Bell." An expert on the art and
erotica as well as the literature, religion, and politics of China, van Gulik also provides charming illustrations to
accompany his engaging and entertaining mysteries.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA NON-FICTION DAGGER 'Thomas Grant has
brought together Hutchinson's greatest legal hits, producing a fascinating episodic cultural history of post-war Britain that
chronicles the end of deference and secrecy, and the advent of a more permissive society . . . Grant brings out the
essence of each case, and Hutchinson's role, with clarity and wit' Ben Macintyre, The Times 'An excellent book . . . Grant
recounts these trials in limpid prose which clarifies obscurities. A delicious flavouring of cool irony, which is so much more
effective than hot indignation, covers his treatment of the small mindedness and cheapness behind some prosecutions'
Richard Davenport-Hines, Guardian Born in 1915 into the fringes of the Bloomsbury Group, Jeremy Hutchinson went on
to become the greatest criminal barrister of the 1960s, '70s and '80s. The cases of that period changed society for ever
and Hutchinson's role in them was second to none. In Case Histories, Jeremy Hutchinson's most remarkable trials are
examined, each one providing a fascinating look into Britain's post-war social, political and cultural history. Accessibly
and entertainingly written, Case Histories provides a definitive account of Jeremy Hutchinson's life and work. From the
sex and spying scandals which contributed to Harold Macmillan's resignation in 1963 and the subsequent fall of the
Conservative government, to the fight against literary censorship through his defence of Lady Chatterley's Lover and
Fanny Hill, Hutchinson was involved in many of the great trials of the period. He defended George Blake, Christine
Keeler, Great Train robber Charlie Wilson, Kempton Bunton (the only man successfully to 'steal' a picture from the
National Gallery), art 'faker' Tom Keating, and Howard Marks who, in a sensational defence, was acquitted of charges
relating to the largest importation of cannabis in British history. He also prevented the suppression of Bernardo
Bertolucci's notorious film Last Tango in Paris and did battle with Mary Whitehouse when she prosecuted the director of
the play Romans in Britain. Above all else, Jeremy Hutchinson's career, both at the bar and later as a member of the
House of Lords, has been one devoted to the preservation of individual liberty and to resisting the incursions of an
overbearing state. Case Histories provides entertaining, vivid and revealing insights into what was really going on in
those celebrated courtroom dramas that defined an age, as well as painting a picture of a remarkable life. To listen to
Jeremy Hutchinson being interviewed by Helena Kennedy on BBC Radio 4's A Law Unto Themselves, please follow the
link: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04d4cpv You can also listen to him on BBC Radio 4's Desert Island Discs with
Kirsty Young: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03ddz8m
Tells of a celebrated seventh-century Chinese magistrate's investigation of a double murder among traveling merchants,
the fatal poisoning of a bride on her wedding night, and a murder in a small town
Tales of the detective genius of the legendary Judge Dee provide insight into life in imperial China at the local level in the
seventh century
The little-examined genre of legal case narratives is represented in this fascinating volume, the first collection translated
into English of criminal cases - most involving homicide - from late imperial China. These true stories of crimes of
passion, family conflict, neighborhood feuds, gang violence, and sedition are a treasure trove of information about social
relations and legal procedure. Each narrative describes circumstances leading up to a crime and its discovery, the
appearance of the crime scene and the body, the apparent cause of death, speculation about motives and premeditation,
and whether self-defense was involved. Detailed testimony is included from the accused and from witnesses, family
members, and neighbors, as well as summaries and opinions from local magistrates, their coroners, and other officials
higher up the chain of judicial review. Officials explain which law in the Qing dynasty legal code was violated, which
corresponding punishment was appropriate, and whether the sentence was eligible for reduction. These records began
as reports from magistrates on homicide cases within their jurisdiction that were required by law to be tried first at the
county level, then reviewed by judicial officials at the prefectural, provincial, and national levels, with each administrator
adding his own observations to the file. Each case was decided finally in Beijing, in the name of the emperor if not by the
monarch himself, before sentences could be carried out and the records permanently filed. All of the cases translated
here are from the Qing imperial copies, most of which are now housed in the First Historical Archives, Beijing.
The Celebrated Case of the State of Georgia vs. Leo Frank
In writing about sixteenth-century France, Lucien Febvre looked for those changes in human consciousness that explain the process of
civilization--the most specific and tangible examples of men's experience, the most vivid details of their daily lives. These essays, written at
the height of Febvre's powers and sensitively edited and translated by Marian Rothstein, are the most lucid, evocative, and accessible
examples of his art.
One of the most celebrated historical magistrates was Judge Dee, who lived in the seventh century A.D. This book, written in the eighteenth
century by a person well versed in the Chinese legal code, chronicles three of Judge Dee's most celebrated cases, interwoven to form a
novel.
The great Chinese detective Judge Dee begins work on the most disquieting case of his career when he reviews the rape murder on Half
Moon Street
Based upon actual criminal investigations, each of these three stories deals with a different level of Chinese culture and society. Based upon
actual criminal investigations, each of these three stories deals with a different level of Chinese culture and society.
Brought back into print in the 1990s to wide acclaim, re-designed new editions of Robert van Gulik's Judge Dee Mysteries are now available.
Written by a Dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s, these lively and historically accurate mysteries have entertained a
devoted following for decades. Set during the T'ang dynasty, they feature Judge Dee, a brilliant and cultured Confucian magistrate disdainful
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of personal luxury and corruption, who cleverly selects allies to help him navigate the royal courts, politics, and ethnic tensions in imperial
China. Robert van Gulik modeled Judge Dee on a magistrate of that name who lived in the seventh century, and he drew on stories and
literary conventions of Chinese mystery writing dating back to the Sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots. Necklace and Calabash finds
Judge Dee returning to his district of Poo-yang, where the peaceful town of Riverton promises a few days' fishing and relaxation. Yet a
chance meeting with a Taoist recluse, a gruesome body fished out of the river, strange guests at the Kingfisher Inn, and a princess in distress
thrust the judge into one of the most intricate and baffling mysteries of his career. An expert on the art and erotica as well as the literature,
religion, and politics of China, van Gulik also provides charming illustrations to accompany his engaging and entertaining mysteries.
"On 11 June 2012, if:book Australia" challenged "a team of writers and editors to collaborate, write, and publish a book in a single 24-hour
period."
To what extent do newly available case records bear out our conventional assumptions about the Qing legal system? Is it true, for example,
that Qing courts rarely handled civil lawsuits--those concerned with disputes over land, debt, marriage, and inheritance--as official Qing
representations led us to believe? Is it true that decent people did not use the courts? And is it true that magistrates generally relied more on
moral predilections than on codified law in dealing with cases? Based in large part on records of 628 civil dispute cases from three counties
from the 1760’s to the 1900’s, this book reexamines those widely accepted Qing representations in the light of actual practice. The Qing
state would have had us believe that civil disputes were so "minor” or "trivial” that they were left largely to local residents themselves to
resolve. However, case records show that such disputes actually made up a major part of the caseloads of local courts. The Qing state held
that lawsuits were the result of actions of immoral men, but ethnographic information and case records reveal that when community/kin
mediation failed, many common peasants resorted to the courts to assert and protect their legitimate claims. The Qing state would have had
us believe that local magistrates, when they did deal with civil disputes, did so as mediators rather than judges. Actual records reveal that
magistrates almost never engaged in mediation but generally adjudicated according to stipulations in the Qing code.
Looks at the adversary system used in Britain and its former colonies, including Australia, the US, Canada, India, Ireland, New Zealand, and
South Africa. Details the origins and methods of the more widespread investigative (inquisitorial) system used in other countries including
Japan and South Korea. Author is Walkley Award winner.
Now a BBC Radio 4 Drama Series. Shanghai in 1990. An ancient city in a country that despite the massacre of Tiananmen Square is still in
the tight grip of communist control. Chief Inspector Chen, a poet with a sound instinct for self-preservation, knows the city like few others.
When the body of a prominent Communist Party member is found, Chen is told to keep the party authorities informed about every lead. Also,
he must keep the young woman's murder out of the papers at all costs. When his investigation leads him to the decadent offspring of highranking officials, he finds himself instantly removed from the case and reassigned to another area. Chen has a choice: bend to the party's
wishes and sacrifice his morals, or continue his investigation and risk dismissal from his job and from the party. Or worse . . .
The Monkey and The Tiger includes two detective stories, "The Morning of the Monkey" and "The Night of the Tiger." In the first, a gibbon
drops an emerald in the open gallery of Dee's official residence, leading the judge to discover a strangely mutilated body in the woods—and
how it got there. In the second, Dee is traveling to the imperial capital to assume a new position when he is separated from his escort by a
flood. Marooned in a large country house surrounded by fierce bandits, Dee confronts an apparition that helps him solve a mystery.
Judge Dee, the master detective of seventh-century China, sets out to solve a puzzling double murder and discovers complex passions
lurking beneath the placid surface of academic life. A mild-mannered student is rumored to have been slain by a fox-demon, while a young
dancer meets her death as she dresses to perform for the magistrate's illustrious dinner guests—an obese Zen monk revered for his
calligraphy, a beautiful poetess accused of murder, and the past president of the imperial academy. To connect the present crimes with
betrayals and adulteries from decades past, the clever judge must visit a high-class brothel and the haunted shrine of the Black Fox. From
the moment the young scholar is found dead on the eve of the Autumn Festival, the pace never lets up. "The China of old, in Mr. van Gulik's
skilled hands, comes vividly alive again."—Allen J. Hubin, New York Times Book Review "If you have not yet discovered Judge Dee, I envy
you that initial pleasure. . . . For the magistrate of Poo-yang belongs in that select group headed by Sherlock Holmes."—Robert Kirsch, Los
Angeles Times
The eight short stories in Judge Dee at Work cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the T’ang Empire.
From the suspected treason of a general in the Chinese army to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion, the cases here are among
the most memorable in the Judge Dee series.
Born in Holland in 1910 but raised in Java, Robert Hans van Gulik explored esoteric Buddhism and translated ancient texts, including an
authentic Chinese 16th century detective novel, around which he created a fictional series. Based on extensive research, renowned author
Janwillem van de Wetering, whose life and career parallels that of his subject, examines van Gulik's life and work.
A TELEGRAPH BOOK OF THE YEAR A TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR A WATERSTONES PAPERBACK OF THE YEAR 'Superbly told'
Simon Heffer, Daily Telegraph 'A hamper of treats' Sunday Telegraph '[Grant employs] scholarship and depth of evidence' London Review of
Books 'These tales of eleven trials are shocking, squalid, titillating and illuminating: each of them says something fascinating about how our
society once was' The Times 'Deceptively thrilling' Sunday Times 'Excellent . . . Thomas Grant offers detailed accounts of eleven cases at the
Old Bailey's Court Number One, with protagonists ranging from the diabolical to the pathetic. There is humour . . . but this is ultimately an
affecting study of how the law gets it right - and wrong' Guardian Court Number One of the Old Bailey is the most famous court room in the
world, and the venue of some of the most sensational human dramas ever to be played out in a criminal trial. The principal criminal court of
England, historically reserved for the more serious and high-profile trials, Court Number One opened its doors in 1907 after the building of the
'new' Old Bailey. In the decades that followed it witnessed the trials of the most famous and infamous defendants of the twentieth century. It
was here that the likes of Madame Fahmy, Lord Haw Haw, John Christie, Ruth Ellis, George Blake (and his unlikely jailbreakers, Michael
Randle and Pat Pottle), Jeremy Thorpe and Ian Huntley were defined in history, alongside a wide assortment of other traitors, lovers,
politicians, psychopaths, spies, con men and - of course - the innocent. Not only notorious for its murder trials, Court Number One recorded
the changing face of modern British society, bearing witness to alternate attitudes to homosexuality, the death penalty, freedom of
expression, insanity and the psychology of violence. Telling the stories of twelve of the most scandalous and celebrated cases across a
radically shifting century, this book traces the evolving attitudes of Britain, the decline of a society built on deference and discretion, the
tensions brought by a more permissive society and the rise of trial by mass media. From the Sunday Times bestselling author of Jeremy
Hutchinson's Case Histories, Court Number One is a mesmerising window onto the thrills, fears and foibles of the modern age.
Pure, orthodox and incorruptible, Judge Bao has been serving as the preeminent embodiment of justice in China for almost a thousand years,
so much so his court cases have been adapted as stories, novels and plays over the centuries. Now, for the very first time a series of eight
ballad-stories on Judge Bao, dating from the period 1250OCo1450, are offered in a complete and annotated translation. These texts will
provide the reader a reflection of the legend of Judge Bao in its earliest phase of development, with an extended introduction placing the
ballad-stories in context with the development of the Judge Bao legend. These ballad-stories, in contrast to past plays dating from the same
period, present abuse of power and corruption as endemic in the courts and bureaucratic service, and show Judge Bao imposing the rule of
law even on the emperor. Sample Chapter(s). Introduction (126 KB). Chapter 1: The Tale of the Early Career of Rescriptor Bao (234 KB).
Contents: The Tale of the Early Career of Rescriptor Bao; Judge Bao Selling Rice in Chenzhou; The Tale of the Humane Ancestor
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Recognizing his Mother; Dragon-Design Bao Sentences the White Weretiger; Rescriptor Bao Decides the Case of the Weird Black Pot; The
Tale of the Case of Dragon-Design Bao Sentencing the Emperor''s Brothers-in-law Cao; The Tale of Zhang Wengui; The Story of how Shi
Guanshou''s Wife Liu Dusai on the Night of the Fifteenth, on Superior Prime, Watched the Lanterns, Part One: The Story of the Judgment
Dragon-Design Bao in the Case of Prince Zhao and Sun Wenyi, Part Two. Readership: This book will be of interest to academics, graduate
or undergraduate students and public who are interested in Chinese Literature, Comparative Literature, Chinese Law and Tradition. It will
also be of interest to Chinese Libraries, and teachers who provide introductions to traditional Chinese civilization.

A series of bizarre and intriguing murders greet young Judge Dee when he accepts the post of magistrate of Peng-lai, a
port city on the northeast coast of Shantung Province in seventh-century Imperial China
Judge Dee and his entourage, seeking refuge from a mountain storm, become trapped in a Taoist monastery, where the
Abbott Jade mysteriously dies after delivering an ecstatic sermon. The monks call it a supernatural experience, but the
judge calls it murder. Recalling the allegedly accidental deaths of three young women in the same monastery, Judge Dee
seeks clues in the eyes of a cat to solve cases of impersonation and murder. A painting by one of the victims reveals the
truth about the killings, propelling the judge on a quest for justice and revenge. "Entertaining, instructive, and
impressive."—Times Literary Supplement
'Deftly written...a spellbinding tale.' The New York Times In 2013 Assata Shakur, founding member of the Black
Liberation Army, former Black Panther and godmother of Tupac Shakur, became the first ever woman to make the FBI's
most wanted terrorist list. Assata Shakur's trial and conviction for the murder of a white state trooper in the spring of 1973
divided America. Her case quickly became emblematic of race relations and police brutality in the USA. While Assata's
detractors continue to label her a ruthless killer, her defenders cite her as the victim of a systematic, racist campaign to
criminalize and suppress black nationalist organizations. This intensely personal and political autobiography reveals a
sensitive and gifted woman. With wit and candour Assata recounts the formative experiences that led her to embrace a
life of activism. With pained awareness she portrays the strengths, weaknesses and eventual demise of black and white
revolutionary groups at the hands of the state. A major contribution to the history of black liberation, destined to take its
place alongside The Autobiography of Malcolm X and the works of Maya Angelou.
Poisoned plums, a cryptic scroll picture, passionate love letters, and a hidden murderer with a penchant for torturing and
killing women lead Judge Dee to the heart of the Governor’s garden maze and the answers to three interwoven
mysteries. The Chinese Maze Murders represents Robert van Gulik’s first venture into writing suspense novels after the
success of Dee Gong An, his translation of an anonymous Chinese detective novel from the sixteenth century.
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